Ashland English 101 Essay #4

Argument
Your Writing Task
After reading the essays in America Now, chapter 8 (“Prisons, Police, Punishment: Is Our Criminal
Justice System Broken?” pages 275-302), choose one (and only one) of the topics below:
1. At some point our prisons will be so full that they cannot hold more inmates—something
must be done to stop the overwhelming numbers of people being locked up. Describe some of
the suggestions made by authors in this chapter. Which do you agree with, and why?
2. Who is the police oﬃcer, the correctional guard? What sort of portraits are given in this
chapter? In a short essay, write a sketch of the people who enforce the law. Who is in charge
of the prisoner and how humane is the system?
3. What do you think of Chandra Bozelko’s idea for the prison system (“Give Every Inmate the
Daily Newspaper,” America Now, p. 280)? Does anyone else consider the life and mind of the
prisoner in this chapter? Write a response to her suggestion and show how one of the other
essays complements her idea to improve the system.

Mechanical Details
Length: Minimum 1300 words. (That is about four pages, not counting the title, your name, etc.)
There is no set maximum, but try to keep your paper under 150%.
Format: Standard MLA format. (12-point Times Roman type, double-spaced, 1” margin all around,
MLA header.)

Submitting the paper:
•

The English Department wants electronic copies of all your essays this semester, so please
upload the final product to the drop box in Blackboard. Some students (especially those who
use Google Docs) have trouble figuring out how to do this, so ask if you are uncertain how to
proceed!

•

If you have any trouble getting the Blackboard upload to work, simply print a copy and bring
it to class.

Due Date
•

Final copy: Friday, March 29, 2019

This essay is worth 100 points.

